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Dispersion of Nonlinear Optical Susceptibilities 
of InAs, InSb, and GaAs in the Visible Region 

D. Bethune, A. J. Schmidt, andY. R. Shen 

Department of Physics, University of California, and 
Inorganic Materials Research Division, 

LBL-3585 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720 

ABSTRACT 

We have measur~d the dispersion of lx( 2)(2w)l for the 

III-V semiconductors InAs, InSb, and GaAs at 80° and 300°K, 

with hw between 2.0 and 2.7 eV. Large dispersion in 

lx( 2)(2w)l is found for all three semiconductors, while the 

results for the two temperatures are similar. We compare 

the observed structures in x( 2) with those in x(l)(w) and 

/ 1) (2w), and derive Miller's b,.. from our expe_rimental values. 

We also compare our measured x( 2)(2w) with recent theoreti-

cal resul~s obtained from empirical pseudopotential ~alcula-

tions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The dispersion of optical nonlinear susceptibilities has always been 

a subject of great importance in nonlinear optics. It not only predicts 

how the nonlinear optical effects vary with frequency, but also yields 

information about the optical properties of the materials. Many researchers 

are particularly interested in the dispersion of the second-order non-

linear susceptibilities of zincblende semiconductors for a number of 

reasons. Zincblende semiconductors have strong nonlinearity,and crystals 

of large size are readily available. The band structure and the linear 

optical properties of these semiconductors are fairly well known, and 

hence the nonlinear susceptibilities can be calculated and compared with 

the experimental results. 

There alre~dy exist in the literature several reports on the dis-

persian of nonlinear susceptibilities of semiconductors. The first 

1 2 
measurements by Chang, Ducuing, and Bloembergen ' used nine discrete 

fundamental frequencies in the range of 1.17- 2.34 eV, generated by 

Nd:glass, ruby, and Raman lasers, to study the nonlinear susceptibility 

X(Z)(2w) for ZnTe, GaAs, InAs, InSb. Large variations of l 2)(2w) with w 

were reported and partially correlated with optical transitions in the 

crystals around critical points. Parsons and Chang3 later used a ruby 

pumped dye laser, from 1.1 to 1.7 eV, to study X(Z)(2w) vs w. Their 

results for GaAs, InAs, and InSb showed some discrepancy with the 

earlier work. The observed peaks did not all agree with the theoretical 

predictions. More recently Lotem et al. 4 ' 5 did similar measurements on 

GaAs, GaSh, and GaP. They showed that their results did agree with the 

theoretical calculations. 
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Parsons and Chang
6 

also measured the dispersion in lx(Z)(2w)l for 

the II-VI compounds CdS and CdSe. The result was quite surprising. A 

broad resonant peak in X(Z)(2w) was seen in CdS at room temperature when 

w was about half of the room-temperature "exciton" energy. 

Haueisen and Mahr7- 9 studied the dispersion of x(Z) i~ the region 

of the first and second ls exciton in CuCl and the C exciton of ZnO at 

low temperature (20K). They found pronounced _resonances in X(Z) due 

to excitons. Second harmonic generation has also been studied in InSb with a 
. d 10,11 co

2 
laser, the second harmonic photon energies being near the band e ge. 

In most semiconductors, because of the increasing number of critical 

points with increasing frequency, we expect to find more structure in 

X(Z)(2w) at larger w. This is particularly true when both wand 2w are 

above the band gap. The measurements of /
2

) (2w) of zincblende semi-

conductors have so far been limited to hw < 1. 8 eV. In this paper, 

we report the results of our recent X(Z)(2w) measurements on GaAs, 

InAs, and InSb with hw extended from 2.0 to 2.7 eV. 

The theor~-;j_~~l calculation of X(Z) (;~) vs w is-::plicated by the 

complexities of the band structure and the optical transition matrix 

elements. Some researchers have attempted interpretations .of 1X(Z)(2w) based 

7 9 12 on simple models ' ' while others have based their interpretations on 

5 11 13-23 1 2 simplified band structure calculations. ' ' Chang et al. ' 
(2) . 

approximated X (2w) as a linear combination of the linear susceptibili-

ties, /l)(w) and X(l)(2w). Miller24 suggested the relation xg~(2w) = 
(1) (1) (1) 

6ijkXii (2w)xjj (w)xkk (w), where he assumed 6ijk to be constant, or 

slowly varying with w. In the case of a real solid with dispersion and 

absorption, however, 6ijk should· in general be a complicated function of 

3 4 w. Parsons and Chang and Lotem et al. have indeed found 
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variation of Llijk with w in their experimental results. 

In this paper, we shall compare the structure in our measured x(
2)(2w) 

with those in X(l)(w) and X(l)(2w), and then deduce Llijk(w). We shall 

also compare our measured x(
2)(2w) with the theoretical results obtained 

by empirical pseudopotential calculations. 

In_Section II, we first give a brief review of the theory of x(
2)(2w). 

We then describe the experimental procedure in Section III. We present 

the results in Section IV and, finally, compare the measured results 

with theory in Section V. 

II. THEORY OF X ( 2) ( 2w) 

Theoretic:al calculations on x(
2)(2w) can be grouped into attempts 

to find numerical values of x(
2)(2w) at low frequencies (w is much 

smaller than the bandgap but larger than the lattice vibrational 

~2-21 (2) 22,23,25 
frequencies) and attempts to derive the dispersion of X (2w). -

In the former case, bond models have been used with a reasonably high 

17-21 degree of success. In the latter case, especially when w and 2w 

are above the bandgap, the dispersion of x(
2)(2w) depends on the details 

of the band structure. 

The basic equation for x(
2)(2w) derived from second-order perturba-

- ' 22 23 25 
tion calculation for zincble~de semiconductors is ' ' 

x< 2> (2w) 14 
r::3e3 3 ..;...v..:s~'- fd k 

4 3 3 B z m w o o 

+ (E - hw) -IcE 1 + hw) -l + (E + hw) -IcE 1 + 2hw) -l} 
cv c v cv c v 

(1) 
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+ 
where E (k) is the energy separation between the conduction band c and cv 

+ 
the valence band v at k in the Brillouin zone and p 1s the corresponding vc 

1 momentum matrix element along the {111] direction. Chang ~ al. 

rearranged Eq. (1) into the form 

A f d
3
k 

B.Z. 

Q(l)(k) Q(2)(k) 
[ ~_..;:;c;.;.v __ + _..;:;c..:..v ___ 

1 2 2 2 2 
w - w 4w - w cv cv c,v 

(2) 

where A is a constant. If both p (k) and Q(l),(2)(k)are assumed to be 
cv cv 

independent of wand k, the xi~)(2w) could be written as a linear combina-

tion of the linear susceptibilities X(l)(w) and X(l)(2w). The structure 

in the dispersions of x(l)(w) and x(l)(2w) would be ;eflected in x( 2)(2w). 

However·, in Eq. (1), we notice that there are two types of resonances, 

i.e., single resonances when hw = E or 2hw = E and double resonances cv cv 

when hw 

Q(l) (k) 
cv -

+ = E and 2hw = E at the same k point. cv c'v 

or Q( 2)(k) in -Eq. (2) would have a cv 

In the latter case, 

singularity, 

+ 
and hence the assumption that they are independent of w and k breaks 

down. 

Bell 23 used a simplified three-band model to calculate xiz)(2w) 

for w between 0.05 and 2.0 eV. He assumed constant momentum matrix 

e1ements and anticipated the structure in X (2) (2w) to arise from critical-

point transitions at r and along A in the Brillouin zone. His calcula-

. 1-4 
tions _are in ~air agreement with the available experimental results. 

However, he has probably given too much weight to the f-point transi-

tions since it is well-known that the density of states near r is small. 

Recently,·Fong and Shen25 have calculated xi~)(2~) from Eq. (1) 

with 4 lowest conduction bands and 4 highest valence bands. The 
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wavefunctions and energies of the band states were obtained from the 

empirical pseudopotential method. Such a method has been very success-

ful in reproducing the observed li,near optical spectra of zincblende 

26 semiconductors. We shall compare their calculations with our experi-

mental results on x(
2)(2w) in Section V. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

A. Experimental Setup 

We used a flash-pumped dye laser as the source of the fundamental 

beam in our experiments. Its output was well polarized, 1 ~sec long, 

with a peak power of 1-lOkW, a linewidth of about lOA, and a beam 

cross-section of about 7 2 
nun • With different dyes, (Table I), the 

laser had a tuning range from 2.0 eV to 2.7 eV. A pulse repetition 

rate of 1 - 2 pps was used. The overall experimental setup is shown in 

Fig. 1. A beam splitter was used to separate the laser beam into two 

parts. One beam was directed through a quartz crystal of 2 mm thick, which 

generated second harmonics used for normalization against possible laser 

. 27 28 
fluctuat~ons. ' The other beam was used to generate second harmonic 

either by reflection from a sample or by transmission through a similar 

quartz crystal (dotted path in Fig. 1). The second-harmonic signal 

from this second quartz crystal was needed for calibration of the nonlinear 

susceptibility of the sample,as we shall see later. A 15-cm focal length 

lens was used to focus the laser beams on the sample and on the quartz 

plates. The second-harmonic signals from the two beams then went through 

a filter and two monochromators in tandem simultaneously and fell on two 

sepurute photomultipliers. The two output pulses were sent into two gated 
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electronic integrators and then digitized for display. Each point in 

the data was obtained by averaging the results over 100 to 200 laser 

shots. 

The measurements were done with the sample mounted on a cold finger 

in a simple dewar at 300K and at 80K. Two samples of GaAs with different 

orientations were measured, one with a cleaved (110) face and the other 

with a polished (111) face. In the cases of InAs and InSb, only cleaved 

samples with (110) face were used. 

B. Sample Preparation 

To check the orientation of the samples and the quality of their 

surfaces, the second harmonic intensity polarized in the plan of inci-

dence was measured while rotating the sample about its surface normal. 

The expected variation with angle can be derived from Bloembergen 

and Pershan's
29 

work. Let 2 be the normal to the crystal face, and the 

x-z plane be the plane of incidence. The incident light is polarized 

along y, and the angle of incidence is 45°. For the (111) crystal face, 

the induced nonlinear polarization is 

-+ 
PNL (111) = ( 

-cos3¢) 
sin3¢ 
-1/-12 

(3) 

where ¢ is the angle of rotation about the z' axis, w~th ¢ = 0 corresponding 

to the (100) axis lying in the plane of incidence and E is the electric c 

field inside the crystal. Then, the variation of the reflected second-

harmonic intensity with ¢ is 
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c111) I I 2 ~ · 112 1 ~I (¢) ~ 2E(2w) - 1 cos 3¢ - v2Re{2E(2w) - 1] cos3¢ +I (4) 

where t(w) is the linear dielectric constant. For the (110) crystal face, we 

have 

(5) 

(6) 

where¢= 0 when the [001] axis is parallel toy. The results of our measure-

ments, as shown· in Figs. 2 and 3 for the cleaved (110) and the polished (111) 

GaAs samples respectively, agree well with the theoretical predictions. 

The quartz crystals used were cut with the optical axis parallel to 

the surface. Both the incident laser beam and the generated 

second harmonics were polarized perpendicular to the optical axis. 

According to Ref. 29, the second-harmonic output from the quartz is 

proportional to 

E 2wl2 
T 

(7) 

where E
0 

is the incident laser field, n1 and n2 arc the ordinary indices 

of refraction at w and 2w respectively. k is the wave vector at w and d 
w 

is the thickness of the quartz plate. The brackets <> indicate averaging 
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of the 11Haker fringe" factor30 over the laser bandwidth and random jitter of' 

2 
the laser frequency. In our case, the dye laser gave <sin 1/J> ~ 1/2. 

C. Experimental Procedure 

We first measured the ratio of the second-harmonic outputs from the 

. two quartz plates. Then, we switched the beam from the calibration 

quartz to the sample and measured the ratio of the second-harmonic 

outputs from the sample and from the normalization quartz. At each 

laser frequency, the·results were averaged over 100 to 200 laser pulses. 

We also took the precaution of subtracting the residual noise from 

the total output of each channel before taking the ratio of the two 

outputs. The noise level (which was generally less than a few percent 

of the signal) was obtained by measuring the output with a filter which trans-

mitted the laser but blocked the second harmonics in front of the double 

monochromators. 

IV. DATA PROCESSING PROCEDURE 

The expression given in Ref. 29 for the second harmonic field 

generated in reflection from a semiconductor can be reduced for 45° 

incidence to the form 

(8) 

where f
1 

= [2£(W) - 11 1/ 2 and f
2 

= [2E(2w) - 11 112 • Fr·om Eqs. (3) and 

(5) with ~ = 90° for the (110) crystal face and ¢ = 60° for the (111) 

crystal face we find respectively 
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where R(llO) = ISTI[2/(l ·+ f 1)l
2
f 2/(f1 + f 2)(f2 + E2) 

and R(lll) = /8n[2/(l + f 1)]
2 12/3 f2 + 1//3 I (f1 + f2)(f2 + E2). 

The second harmonic field from the quartz plates can be written as 

(following Eq. (7)) 

E(2w) = ~(2)E 2 
T v'Z-"ll o 

with 

Let y be the ratio of the second harmonic intensities from 

the calibration quartz and the normalization quartz. Then, the 

ratio of the second-harmonic intensity from the semiconductor 

(I~~) to the second-harmonic intensity from the calibration quartz 

(I 2w) is 
CQ 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

where ri~ is the seco~d-harmonic intensity generated from the normalization 

quartz plate. Therefore, we have: 

'I (2) I !I (2) I = Y~2w/2 I2w 
X14 x11 sc Y RQ 

(13) 
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where Y = ITI/IRI, as defined by Parsons and Chang . 3 To compute Y, we 

used the linear dielectric constants given in Ref. 31 for the semicon-

ductors at room temperature, and the indices of refraction for quartz 

given in Ref. 32. In Fig. 4, Y is plotted for the three crystals we 

have measured. Note that Y also depends on the crystal orientation. 

We also realize that uncertainty in the linear dielectric constants 

will affect Y, and lead to uncertainty in the values of nonlinear 

susceptibilities. The numerical value for / 2)(2w) of quartz is given 
11 

in Ref. 33 as 1.2 x 10-9 esu. 
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V. RESULTS 

Figures 5-7 show the experimental results of lxi~)(2w)l for the 

three compounds normalized against lxii)(2w)l of quartz. They are 

compared with the theoretical curves of lxi~)(2w)l calculated by Fong 

25 and Shen using the empirical pseudopotential method. We also 

show in the figures the imaginary parts of the dielectric constants 

E2(w) and E2(2w) deduced from li~ear reflectivity measurements,31 and 

the Miller 6(w) defined by 6 = lxi~)(2w)l/lx(l)(w)l 2 ix(l)(2w)l. In the 

frequency range we have studied, the most prominent features in E2(w) 

and E2(2w) for all the three compounds are the E1 and E1 + 61 spin-orbit 

split peaks and the E2 peak, following the notations of Cardona?4 The 

E
1 

and E
1 

+ 6
1 

peaks come from transitions between the top spin-orbit 

split valence bands and the bottom conduction band along the A symmetry 

direction in the Brillbuin zone (see Fig. 8 for a typical band structure 
26,35 

for III-V compounds.) The E2 peak is due to transitions between the 

two top valence bands and the two bottom conduction bands in the general 

region around X, E, and 6,as indicated in Fig. 8. In all the three com-

I (2) I pounds, we have found that the measured x14 (2w) at 80 and at 300K are 

not significantly different. 
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A. InAs 

The measured nonlinear susceptibility I xi~) (2w) I shows a clear peak at about 

2.28 eV with a shoulder at - 2.5 eV. It falls off more sharply on the 

low energy sid~ and begins to rise somewhat at 2 eV. 

We have seen in Eq. (2) that the structures in lxi!)(2w)l may be 

related to single resonances of win £ 2(w) or 2w in £ 2(2w). The positions 

of the observed structures in lxg)(2w)l of InAs suggest that the peak 

may correspond to the E2 peak in £2(2w) and the shoulder to the E1 peak 

in £ 2(w) • This assignment is confirmed by the theoretical calculation of Ref. 25 
· shape of the 

which shows good agreement with the7experimental results in Fig. 5. The 

E2 peak in ~nAs comes mainly from transitions between the top valence 

band and the bottom conduction band around E and X in the Brillouin zone~6 , 34-36 

That the structures in I xi~) (2w) I correspond to those in e: 2(w) and e: 2(2w). 
. 24 

is also reflected by the much smoother variation of the Miller ~ with 

w. The possible double resonances in lxi!)(2w)l do not appear to be 

important in this case. 

B. InSb 

In InSb, the measured lxi~)(2w)l decreases quite steeply as w 

increases from 2.0 eV with a shoulder at 2.4 eV and possibly another 

one at 2.2 eV. The linear e:
2
(w) and e: 2(2w) at room temperature suggest 

possible structures in lxi~)(2w)l at 1.9 eV arising from the broad E2 

peak in t
2

(2w) and the E1 peak in e: 2(w) and 2.4 eV arising 

from the E1 + ~l peak in e: 2(w). The E2 peak in InSb is 
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due to transitions along 6 from the two top valence bands to the two 

bottom conduction bands and along ~ from the top valence band to the 

bottom conduction band.26 • 34-3~espite the overlapping contributions of 

the E1 and E2 peaks around 1.9 eV in lxi~)(2w)j, this is not a case of 

double resonance discussed earlier since the transitions responsible 

for the E1 and E2 peaks respectively occur in different regions of the 

Brillouin zone. Double resonance contributions to lxi~)(2w)j do not seem 

to be important in this case. __ _!'_l!_~ _ _Q_0 K_tlleoreticl;il calculations of Fon~ ... 25 ·------
and Shen confirm the above general assignment, but the structures of 

lxiz)(2w)i appear to be shifted to the higher energies presumably be-

cause of the temperature difference and the relative strengths of the 

various structures do not agree with the experimental results. The Miller's 

6 as a function of w is again much smoother than lxiz>(2w)j. 

C. GaAs 

The lxi~)(2w)j data of GaAs show a pronounced peak at 2.1 eV, fall 

to a deep minimum at 2.35 eV, and then rises steeply again. The peaks in 

e: 2 (w) and e: 2 (2w) of GaAs resemble those of x( 2) (2w) quite closely, except 

that the corresponding peaks are shifted. They sug~est that in lxi~)(2w)l, 

one peak should appear at - 2.3 eV arising from the E2 peak in e: 2(2w) 

and another peak should appear at - 3 eV arising from the E1 peak in 

e: 2 (w). The E2 peak is due to transitions along 6 from the two top 

valence bands to the bottom 

valence band to the bottom 

calculations of lxi~)(2w)j 

conduction band and along ~ from the top 

26,34-36 
conduction band. The pseudopotential 

25 of Fong and Shen (Fig. 7) show the correspond-

ing peaks at 2.3 and 2.75 eV. Except for a shift of 0.2 eV presumably re-

fleeting a difference in temperature, the theoretical curve is in good 

agreement with the experimental results. The experimental 
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results were found to be well reproducible and independent of the 

surface orientation «111) or (110)) of the sample. Because of the 

observed shift of the peaks in lxi~)(2w)l relative to s 2(w) and s 2(2w), 

the Miller's 6. for GaAs appears to vary strongly with w in the region 

we have studied. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

As discussed in the previous sections, the nonlinear susceptibility 

lx( 2)(2w)l has resonant structure when either w or 2w (or both) approaches 

resonant peaks in the linear dielectric constant. Thus, in a given 

frequency range, the spectrum of lx(2)(2w)l should reveal more structure 

than the linear optical spectrum. Then, in principle, the former can 

provide a more critical check on the band structure calculations than the 

latter. Unfortunately, there still exist a number of difficulties in 

the experimental determination of lx( 2)(2w)l. 

First, the experimental accuracy in nonlinear optical spectroscopy 

is still much less than that in linear spectrpscopy. Even with the 

proper normalization scheme designed to eliminate the effect of laser 

fluctuations, the statistical variation of the results of second-harmonic 

measurements is large. In our experiments, the results of different 

runs are reproducible to about 20%. At least part of the error comes 

from statistical fluctuations of the weak second-harmonic signal. The 

situation can be greatly improved when single-mode dye lasers with 

considerably higher power become available. 

Second, the high laser intensity on the sample surface may heat up 

the sample appreciably through absorption. We have found in our experiments 
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that the measured lx(Z)(2w)l with samples at 300K and at 80K are not 

noticeably different. This suggests that the laser pulse may have 

induced a temperature rise of sever~! hundred degrees in the surface 

layer of the sample. A simple estimate, using the known heat capacity 

and the calculated 1 ~sec diffusion length of the sample and 

assuming instant thermalization, also gives a temperature increase of 

several hundred degrees. We therefore,expect that the observed peaks 

36 
may have shifted to lower energies by a few tenths of an eV. 

Figures 5-7 show that such a shift would indeed improve the agreement between 

theory and experiment, noticeably in the cases of GaAs and InSb. In order to 

reduce the temperature rise, one must decrease the laser intensity on 

the sample, but then in order to have the same second-harmonic signal, 

one must use a laser beam with higher power and larger cross-sectional 

area. The high laser intensity may also induce a dense plasma of 

electrons and holes in the surface layer of the sample. This may lead 

-
to changes in linear and nonlinear optical spectra. However, if we 

- ~14 
assume a carrier lifetime of 10 sec, then under our experimental 

conditions, the plasma density is only 1017 - 1018/cm3, which should 

have negligible effect on the optical spectra. 

Third, as shown in Eq. (13), the nonlinear susceptibility I X (Z) ( 2w) I 
deduced from the measured second-harmonic intensity is proportional to 

the quantity Y which, in turn, depends on the linear dielectric constants 

E(w) and E(2w) of the sample through R defined in Eq. (10). An error in 

E leads to approximately twice the error in Y. Usually, the linear 

dielectric constant E(w) is deduced from linear reflectivity measurements 

in a finite frequency range, and the results often depend on how the 
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reflectivity is extrapolated outside the limited frequency range. 

The error in E: will change the values of I X (Z) (2w) I , but may or may 

not affect the structure in lx( 2) (2w) I appreciably. In Fig. 4, the "Y" 

. 31 values are computed using E: deduced from room temperature measurements. 

At lower temperatures, the structure in E: and the corresponding structure 

in Yare expected to shift to higher en~rgies with a rate of_ 3 x l0-4eV/°K, 35 

For InSb and GaAs, the Y curves are quite smooth between 2. 0 and 2. 7 eV. 

No appreciable change in the structure of lx( 2)(2w)l at low temperature 

should be introduced by using the room-temperature y values to deduce 

I X ( 
2
) ( 2w) 1·. For InAs , the room-temperature Y curve has a peak at 2. 25 eV 

which shifts with temperature. This means that the corresponding peak of 

lx(
2
)(2w)l at liquid N2 temperature in Fig. 5 could be about 0.1 eV higher 

in energy. 

Fourth, we have normalized the measured lx(Z)(2w)l against the 

nonlinear susceptibility lx
1
i2)(2w)l of quartz, assuming that the 

dispersion of the latter is negligible. This assumption is good in the 

frequency range we have investigated since the absorption band of quartz 

starts around 7.5 eV. It, however, becomes a problem if we want to 

extend the frequency range further into uv. In principle, we can find 

lx(Z)(2w)l without normalization by calibrating the entire detection 

system over the frequency range, but such a calibration process is very 

difficult. 

The discrepancies between theory and experiment in Figs. 5-7 may 

also be due to. inaccuracy in the theoretical calculations. In pseudo-

potential calculations, the calculated matrix elements are usually much 

less accurate than the calculated eigen-energies. Consequently, the 

shapes and strengths of the structure in a calculated spectrum are les~ 
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reliable than the positions of the structures. We should also remark 

that the theor~tical curves in Figs. 5-7 were obtained without taking 

into account the frequency dependence of the local field correction. 

Since the local field correction factor appears in lx( 2)(2w)l as a triple 

product of those appearing in x(l)(w) and x(l)(2w), it should affect 

lx(
2

)(2w)l much more strongly than E(w) or E(2w). Unfortunately, no 

reliable model is yet available for even an estimate of the frequency

dependent local-field correction in semiconductors. 

A glance at Figs. 5-7 would suggest that for the experimental data 

to be more meaningful, they should be extended over a larger frequency 

range. Comparison between theory and experiment could then be made 

over a number of pronounced structures in the spectrum. Such an experi-

ment requires a relatively high-power laser with a wide tuning range, 

e.g., from 1 to 3 eV. With the recent advances in dye lasers, this may 

soon be possible. 

·-
VII. CONCLUSION 

We have measured lxi!)(2w)l for InAs, InSb, and GaAs at 80 and 

300K with w extended from 2.0 to 2.7 eV. The accuracy of the measure-

ments is about 20%. There appears to be no obvious difference between 

results obtained at the two temperatures, presumably because of laser 

heating of the samples. The experimental data show fair agreement with 

25 
the theoretical calculations of Fang and Shen, except that the structure 

I (2) I in x14 (2w) · are obviously displaced and the relative strengths of the 

structures may be different. 
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The spectrum of lx(2)(2w)j can in principle yield more detailed 

information about the band structure of a crystal. At present, it is·, 

however, limited b:jt' .the inaccuracy of the measurements and other difficul-

ties. When improved high-power dye lasers with a wide tuning range 

become available, the measurements of lx(2)(2w)j will definitely be 

easier and more accurate, and their usefulness in probing electronic struc-

tures of solids will correspondingly increase. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Experimental setup: 1-lens; BS-beam splitter; M-mirrors; 

P1-90° prims; P2-90° quartz prism; SC-semiconductor sample; 

CQ-calibration quartz crystal; NQ-normalization quartz crystal; 

F-filter (1 em cell of CoSo4 saturated in H
2
0 for A < 5200A; 

Corning 7-54 for A> 5200A);·s1 and si-1/4 meter spectrometers in 

tandem; PM1 and PM2-RCA 1P28 photomultipliers. 

Fig. 2. Variation of second harmonic intensity polarized parallel to 

the plane of incidence with ¢, the angle of rotation about the 

crystal face normal, for a cleaved (110) face of GaAs. The solid 

curve is the theoretical variation from Eq. (6), normalized to the 

experimental maximum. 

Fig. 3. Variation of second harmonic intensity polarized parall~l to 

the plane of incidence with ¢, the rotation angle about the crystal 

face normal, for a polished (111) face of GaAs. The solid curve 

is the theoretical variation from Eq. (4), normalized to the experi-

mental maximum. 

Fig. 4. Values of the linear correction factor Y defined in Eq. (13) of 

text. 

Fig. 5: a. Experimental values of ratio of nonlinear susceptibilities. 

I xi~) (InAs) /xii) (Qu,artz) I at 80 and 300°K. The light curve is a 

rough fit to the data, and the heavier curve is the theoretical 

calculation of Fang and Shen (Ref. 25). Also shown are the values 

of Miller's~6 derived from the experimental .data and the linear 

constants. 
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Fig. 5: b. 

t:
1

(2w) 

The imaginary dielectric constants £1 (w) = 4nxi1)(w) and 

= 4nx(l)(2w) for InAs. The features corresponding to the 
I 

E1 and E2 peaks are indicated. 

Fig. 6: a. Experimental values of ratio of nonlinear susceptibilities 

lxi~)(InSb)/xii)(Quartz)j at 80 and 300°K. The light curve is a 

rough fit to the data, and the heavier curve is the theoretical 

calculation of Fong and Shen (Ref. 25). Also shown are the values 

of Miller's ~ derived from the experimental data and the linear 

constants. 

(1) b. The imaginary dielectric constants E1 (w) = 4nx1 (w) and 

t:1 (2w) = 4nxi1)(2w) for InSb. The features corresponding to the 

E1 and E2 peaks are indicated. 

Fig. 7: a. Experimental values of ratio of nonlinear susceptibilities 

I xi~) (GaAs) /xii) (Quartz) I at 80 and 300°K. The light curve is a 

rough fit to the data, and the heavier curve is the theoretical 

calculation of Fong and Shen (Ref. 25). Also shown are the values 

of Miller's ~ derived from the experimental data and the linear 

constants. 

b. The imaginary dielectric constants £ 1 (w) .= 4nxi1) (w) and 

t:1 (2w) = 4nxi 1)(2w) for GaAs. The features corresponding to the 

E1 and E2 peaks are indicated. 

Fig. 8. A typical band structure computed by the empirical pseudopoten-

tial method (Ref. 26). The transitions corresponding to the E1 and 

E2 peaks are indicated. 
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